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Introduction

   In § 1 we investigate properties of Stein neighborhoods of Ck x Rl : = { (z, 

w) E Ck x Ct; Imwti=0,1 <i<l} in Ck x Cl (Theorem 1). As a consequence we 

show that Ck x RV has no Stein neighborhood bases in Ck x C' (Corollary 1) . 

We take an open neighborhood U: = { (z, w) E C2 ; Imw < (1 + I z I ) -1} of Cx R. 

In § 2 we find a 5-closed (0,1)-form which is not 6-exact in any open ne-

ighborhood of Cx R in U (Lemma 5). Let U= {4i} be an open covering 

of C and fif (z, t) real analytic functions in (4ti (14g) x R so that fii is holo-

morphic in zE (4i (14j) and A>+ file= ftik. Such fij are called Cousin data 

depending on the parameter t E R. We say that {fi} is a solution for 

Cousin data fig, if {A} satisfies the following properties. (i) fi : 4i x R—>C 

is real analytic and holomorphic in zE4i. (ii) fif=fj—fi in (4ti(14>) xR. 

We ask whether there exists a solution { fi} for given Cousin data fij.By 

the result of [1] and [2] we have {gi} satisfies the following statements 

(i) gi : 4i x R—>C is of class C°' and holomorphic in z E 4i. (ii) fij =g1—gi 

in (4i (1 4i) x R. In § 2, using the 5-closed (0, 1) -form obtained in Lemma 

5, we make Cousin data depending real analytically on the parameter t E R 

which have no solutions (Proposition 2 and Theorem 2). In § 3 we treat 

the Cauchy-Riemann equation----az f(z, t) =g(z, t) when g(z, t) is real analytic 
in Cx R. Piccinini [9] showed that for some g(z, t) the above equation 

has no global solution. As an application of Lemma 5 and proposition 2 

we shall give another proof of the Piccinini's result (Theorem 3).

1. Stein neighborhoods of Ck x R' in Ck x C'

  We use the following notations throughout this paper. We put Hall 
= max { I ai I ; 1 .1<m}  for an m-tuple a = (a1, • • •, am) . And the notation 

{equalities and inequalities involving functions h1f •••, hm} denotes the set of



all points in the intersection of the domains of definition of  h1,  •••,  h,,, satisfy-

ing the given equalities and inequalities. Let z= (z,, • • •, zk) be the coor-

dinate of C1 and w= (w1, • • •, w,) the coordinate of C. 

   We recall the following lemma by [7] which is also implicitly due to 

[6, Lemma 9].

   LEMMA 1. Let zr: S-Ckx C' be a (unramified Riemann) domain of 

holomorphy over C1 X (k, l>1), Jr: _ {(w,, •••, w,) EC1; 1w5-ajI<r1,1<j<l} 

where r= (r,, • • •, r,), r f>0 and (a,, • • •, a,) E C' and let e= (el, • • •et) for e f>0 (1< 

j<l). Further assume there exist an open subset V, of S and a>0 such 
that it I Vl is biholomorphic into Ck x C' and 7r(171) (Ck x U {Ilzll<s} x dr+e, 

where Ar+e: = { I w1-af I <rf+e f, 1 < j<l}. Then there exists an open subset 

V2 of S with V1cV2 such that 7rI V2 is biholomorphic into CkxC' and ir(V2) 
DCkxdr+e.

   PROOF. We may assume a1= • • • = a, = 0. Let f E H° (S, 0s). Then 

f can be expanded in the power series: fl (7r I VD' (Ck x d r) (x) "ay,u (z • n 

(x))"(w•n(x))", where (z•7r(x))"=(z,.7r(x))Y1...(zk•n(x))"k and (w•7r(x))"= 

(w1 • n (x)) "1 • • • (w, • it (x)) "i. Then the power series F(z, w) : _ E„, Na,,z' w” 
converges in (Ck x Jr) U {Ilzll<8} X d r+e• We put Dd: = ({Ilzll<d} x { 1 w1 <r1, 

1<j<l}) U ({Iizll<s} x {1 wfl rf+ef,1<j<l}) for d>a, The envelope of holo-

morphy of D is the smallest logarithmically convex complete Reinhardt 

domain Dd: = {Ilzll<d, IwjI<rf+ef, log I w1 -logrj< llogdllogsll(logrf+ef) - 
logrj)} which contains Dd (for instance see [10]). This implies that U d>s 

Dd=C1 X 4r+€. Since F can be continued holomorphically to bd for any d 

>a, hence F converges in C1 x 4e. We can find an open subset V, of S 
with the required properties, for 7r : S->C1 x Cl is a domain of holomorphy 

(for instance see [6, Theorem 18, p. 55]) .

   PROPOSITION 1. Let D be an open and connected Stein subset of 

Ck x C'. If there exists a non-empty open subset V of C' such that C1 x 

VcD, then one can find a Stein open subset V* of Cl so that D=Ckx V*.

   PROOF. Let (z1, wl) E D - Ck x V. We take a fixed point (z°, w°) E 

Ckx V and a continuous curve (z (t), w (t)) : [0, 1 ]-*D such that (z (0), w (0)) _ 

(z°, w°) and (z(1), w(1)) = (z', w'). We put a: =inf {d((z(t), w(t)), 6D);



 0<t<1}, where d ((z (t), w (t) ), 8D) is the distance from (z (t), w (t)) to the 

boundary of D. Then Uoscs1{Ilz-z(t)II<8/-^ k+1, Ilw—w(t)II<8/^ k+1 }cD. 

We choose 0=t°<t,<•••<t8=1 so that(z(tt+1), w(ti+1)) E {IIz—z(tt)II<8/N/ k+1, 

Il w—w(ti)II<8[v" k+1} for 0Ci<s-1. Since (z(0), w(0)) ECkx V and 

{11z—z (0)II<8/-^ k+l , llw—w(0)ll<8/-^ k+l }cD, there exists e>0 such that 

Ckx {llw—w(0)II<e} U {IIz—z(0)ll<o/^ k+1, Ilw—w(0)II<8/./ k+1 }cD. Then 

by Lemma 1 we have Ckx {llw—w(0)II<8/ / k+l }cD. We put 8,: =min{llw 

—w(t,)Il;Ilw—w(0)II=8/%/k+l}>0 . Then Ckx {Ilw—w(t1)II<81}cD. By 

Lemma 1 Ckx {Ilw—w(t,)II<8/%/ k+l }cD. Repeating this argument on ti 

(2Cis), finally we have Ckx {11w—wlll<8/R/ k+l }cD. 

   We regard R' as the real analytic submanifold C fl {Imwj=0, 1<j<l} 

of C.

   LEMMA 2. Let G be a non-empty open subset R' and D a Stein open 

neighborhood of Ckx G in Ck x C'. Then, for any u°= (u , • • •, u °) E G, 

there exists an open neighborhood V(u°) of u° in C' such that Ck x V(u°) 

cD.

   PROOF. First we prove the lemma in the case 1=1. In this case 

we may suppose G= {u E R; a<u<b}, where — oo<a<b<oo and D is a Stein 

open neighborhood of Ck x G in Ck x C. We denote by D1 the connected 

component of {(z, w) E D ; Re w E G} which intersects Ck x G. Then D1 is 

also a Stein open neighborhood of Ck x G in Ck x C. We put DI( + 1) : = D, 

U Ckx {w; Imw>0, Re wEG}, D,(-1) : =D, U Ckx {w; Imw<0, Re wEG}. Let 

D,(+1, t):= {(z, w) ; (z, w) ED,(+1), a+t<Rew<b—t} for 0<t<(b—a)/2. 

It is easy to check that D,(+1, t) is a locally Stein open subset of C2. 

Then D1(+1, t) is a Stein open set. By the result of [3] D1(+1) = U o< 

t<(b—a)/2 D1(+1, t) is also a Stein open set. Similary we can show that 
D, (-1) is also a Stein open set. Let u° E G. We put e : _ (1/2) min {u° 

—a, b—u°}. Then Ckx {wEC; I w+ (u°+4/ —1e) I <e} cD,(+1) and there 

exists 8 such that 0<8<e and {Ilzll<8} x { I w— u° I <8} cD,cD, (+1). This 

means that Ckx{w EC; Iw—(u°+A/-1e)I<e}U{IIziI<8} x{Iw—(u°+v"-1e)I 

<^ e2+82 }cD,cD,(+1). By Lemma 1 we have Ckx {Iw—(u°+-^ —1e) 

<1/ e2+82 }cD,(+1) and then

(1. 1) Ckx {Imw<0, I w—u°I<^ e2+82 -e}cD,.



Similarly, since  Ckx { 1 w— (u°—,/ —1e) I <e} cD1(-1) and {Ilzll<a} x { I w— (u° 
—^ —1e) I<-^ e2+82 }cD1(-1) , we have, by Lemma 1, Ckx {1 w—u°I< 

e2-82 —e}CD1(-1) and then

(1.2) Ckx {Im w>0, Iw—u°I <./ e2+s2 —elcD1,

From (1. 1) and (1. 2) we complete the proof of the lemma in the case l=1. 

Next we assume 1=2. Let u°= (u?, u2) EGcR2. We choose r>0 so that 

G1: = {u= (u1, u2) ; (u1, u2) ER2, I ui—ui 1<r i=1, 2} cG and {Ilzll<r} x {(w1, w2) ; 

(w1, w2) EC2, I wz—uo I <r i=1, 2} cD. For u2ER satisfying I /4,— WI 1 <r, 
we put D (u2) : _ { (z, wi) E Ck x C; (z, w1, u2) E D, I Rew1—u?  I <r} and for 0 = 

+1 D (u2f 0) : =D(u2) U Ck x {w1 E C; 0Imw1>0, I Rewl — u? 1 <r} • Then D (u2f 

0) is a domain of holomorphy for 0= +1 and u2 E R satisfying 1u2—u?  I <r. 

And we have Ckx {w1EC; I w1—(u1+ —i713) I<r/3}cD(u2f +1) and {Ilzll< 

r} x {WI EC; I w1- (u1+N/ —ir/3) I <2r/3} cD(u2, +1) for (ul, u2) E {(ul, u2) E 
R2; I ui — u? I <r/3, I u2 — u i I <r} . By Lemma 1 we obtain Ckx {wl E C; I w1 

— (u1+ ^ —17/3) I <27/3} cD(u 2f +1) for (u1, u2) E {(u,, u2) ER2; I u1—u? I <r/ 

3, I u2—u2 I <r}. Similarly for 0= —1 we have Ckx {w1EC;1 w1- (u1-v" —1 

r/3) I <27/3} cD(u2f —1) for (u1, u2) E {(u1, u2) ER2; I 241— u2 1<r/3, I u2 —u3 1 < 

r}. Put U1:= {w1 E C; I Rew1—u? 1<r 13,  I Imw1 I <r/3}• Then Ck x U1 x {u2 
E R; I u2 — u3 I <r} c D. Consider the domains D*: _ { (z, w1, W2) E D; wl E U1, 

I Rew2 — u 21 <r} and for 0=±1  D*(0) : = D* U Ck x U1 x {w2 E C; 0Imw20, I Re 
w2—u3 I <r}. Then D*(0) is a domain of holomorphy for 0=±1. Since 

Ck x UI x {1w2—  (u2 +V —10r/2) 1<r/2} cD*(0) and {Ilzll<r} x UI x {1w2—  (uz 

+ ^ —102/2) I <r} cD*(0), by Lemma 1 we have Ck x UI x { 1 w2—u2 1<r/21 c 

D*. This completes the proof of the lemma in the case 1=2. For l>3 

we can prove the lemma similarly to the case 1=2. 

   The following theorem is a consequence of Proposition 1 and Lemma 2.

   THEOREM 1. Let G be a non-empty open and connected subset of 

R'. Then D is a Stein open and connected neighborhood of Ck x G in 

Ck x C' if and only if there exists a Stein open and connected neighborhood 

V of G in C' such that D=Ckx V. 

   Putting G:=1?'  in Theorem 1, we have a corollary of Theorem 1.

   COROLLARY 1. If k, l>1, then Ck x R' has no Stein neighborhood 

bases in Ck x Ct.



  PROOF. Take the open neighborhood  U:  _ { (z, w) ; Es =1 I Imw, I < (1 + 

E =1 I zt I) -1} of Ck x R1 in Ck x Ct. Then there is no open and non-empty subset 
V of C' such that Ck x Vc U. This means by Theorem 1 that we cannot 

find a Stein open neighborhood D of Ck x R' so that Ck x RIcDcU.

2. The first Cousin problems depending real analytically on a parameter

   Let {UU} be a Stein open covering of Stein manifold X and go(z, t) : U 

(1 Uf x R--*C be of class C°° and holomorphic in z UU 11 U5 so that girl-go= 

go. Then gjf are called Cousin data depending differenciably on the para-

meter t E R. By the result of [1] and [2] we have Hp (X, OF) = 0 (p>1), 

where F denotes the Frechet space of all C" functions on R and i1PF is the 

sheaf of germs of F-valued holomorphic functions on X. ThenwCe/get {gj: 

Uf x R-*C; gj are of class C" in U., x R and holomorphic in z E UU} so that 

gz5=g1—gi; in other words, the first Cousin problem on X depending dif-

ferenciably on the parameter t has a solution. 

   In this section we consider the first Cousin problem depending real an-

alytically on a parameter. 

   In the rest of this paper we denote by (z, w) the coordinate of C2.

   LEMMA 3. Let V be a connected and simply connected open subset 

of C2 with Cx {ImwCO} c V and V(z) : _ {w; (z, w) E V} for zE C. Then 

Cx U ZGcV (z) is the envelope of holomorphy of V.

   PROOF. Let 7r: V-->C2 be the envelope of holomorphy of V with the 

injection i: V-> V. We take a point w* E U2.0 V(z) . Then we have z* E C 

such that (z*, w*) E V. Let T: _ {z (t), w (t)) E V; t E [0, 1 ]} be a continuous 

curve from (z(0), w(0)) _ (0, —v' —1) ECx {Im w<0}cV to (z(1), w(1)) _ 

(z*, w*). Using the result of Lemma 1 and applying the technique of the 

proof of proposition 1 to the curve T, we have an open subset W* of V 
with i (V) c W* and an open neighoborhood V* of {Im w<0} U {w(t) ; t E [0, 

1]} in C so that W* is mapped homeomorphically onto Cx V* by rr. Since 

V is simply connected, the subset Or I u,*) -1(T) doesn't depend on the choice 

of curves in V from (0, —v' —1) to (z*, w*) and then we have an open sub-

set W of V with i (V) c W which is mapped homeomorphically onto Cx U Zec 

V(z). For Cx U 4EcV(z) is a domain of holomorphy, we have the assertion 

of the lemma.



   LEMMA 4. Let D be a connected and simply connected open neigh-

borhood of  CxR in C2 and D(z) : = {w; (z, w) ED} for z E C. Then Cx 

U ,EcD (z) is the envelope of holomorphy of D.

   PROOF. Let 7r: D- C2 be the envelope of holomorphy of D with 

the injection j : D->D. Since j(D) U (b-7r-'(Cx R)) is pseudoconvex and 

j(D) U (D—n-1 (CxR))cb, we have 7r-1(CxR)cj(D). In the following 
argument 0 denotes +1 or —1. We put b(o) : = ir" 1(Cx {O Imw<0}) U j (D) . 

We make a Riemann domain D*(0) out of the disjoint union b(0) U Cx {0 

Imw>O} . To do so we identify p E D (0) and (z, w) E Cx {OImw>O} if p 
E j (D) and it (p) = (z, w) . The map 7r extends to D* (0) if we define it as 

the identity on Cx {OImw>O}. Easily we can check that D*(0) is p,-con-

vex in the sense of [3]. Since any holomorphic function in D U Cx {OImw 

>O} can be continued holomorphically to D* (0), D* (0) is the envelope of 
holomorphy of D U Cx {OImw>O}. Note that D U Cx {OImw>O} is simply 

connected. Applying Lemma 3 to D*(0) for each 0= +1, we complete 

the proof of the lemma. 

   We have the following fundamental lemma in the rest of this paper.

   LEMMA 5. Let U:={(z,w)EC2; ImwI<(1+1zI)-1}. Then there 

exists a a-closed C°° form P. of type (0, 1) on U such that for any open 

neighborhood V of CxR in C2 with VcU 17I V is not 1-exact in V.

   PROOF. We put U(n) : = {w; I Imw <(1+n)-1} and take a holomorphic 
function fn(w) in U(n) which has no holomorphic continuation through any 
boundary point of U(n) for n=1,2,  • • •. Let II be the projection C2 E (z, w) 
—>wEC. Since Tn:={(z, w)EU;II(z, w)EEU(n)} U {(z, w)EU; Iz—nI>1/2} 
and {n} x U(n) are disjoint and closed in U, we can find a C°° function qn: 
U—>[0, 1] so that on=0 in a neighborhood of Tn in U and 0n=1 in a neigh-
borhood of {n} x U(n) in U. We take 7' (z, w) : =E:=1 (z — n) "1fn (w) aqn 
which is a well-defined (0. 1)-form of class C°° in U. We obtain a F=O. 
We assume that there exist an open neighborhood V of Cx R in C2 with V 
c U and a C°° function sb on V such that r v=4.  Putting G(z) : = (z 
— n)-1 (1— exp 27r* / —1z), we get a Ca° function F(z, w) : —= Gn (z) fn (w) 0n 

(z, w) — (1— exp 27rV —1 z) cy (z, w) . We have a F= (1— exp 27rN/ —1 z) (E:= (z 
—n) -1fn (w) o0n — &p) =O. Then F is holomorphic in V and F(n, w) = —27r



  -11 „(w). We take a connected and simply connected open neighborhood 

 17* of Cx R in C2 with V*c V and put V*(z) : = {w; (z, w) E V*}. By Lemma 

4 there exists a holomorphic fuction F* in Cx U z@c V*(z) such that F* I v= 

F. If n is sufficiently large, U zac V* (z) — U(n) o. Since F* (n, w) is 

holomorphic in we UzECV*(z), this contradicts that f, cannot be continued 

holomorphically beyond U(n). 

   Let 2r = {di; i E I} be a locally finite open coverring of C and fij (z, t) 

(complex valued) real analytic functions in (4i (14j)  x R which are holomor-

phic in zcdi n dj. If fij+ fjk= fik in (di n d j n dk) x R, then fij are called 

Cousin data depending real analytically on the parameter t. If there exist 

real analytic functions ft in di x R such that ft are holomorphic in z E di and 

fij=fj-fi, we say that {ft} is a solution for the Cousin data fij.

   PROPOSITION 2. Let 27={41;41©C, i E I } be a locally finite open 

covering of C. Then there exist Cousin data fij for 2/ depending real 

analytically on the parameter tER without solutions.

   PROOF. Let U and T. be as in Lemma 5. We put di : =sup {z I ;z 
Edi} and Ui: = {(z, w);zEdi, I ImwI <(1+di)"1}. Since Ui is a Stein open 
subset of U, we have a C'° function Di in Ui so that - 0i=?'. Let 011: =01 
—01 in Ui n U1 and fij : = Dij l (di (1 d j) x {Imw = 0} . Then fij are Cousin data 
depending real analytically on the parameter t E R, where t: =Re w. Suppose 
{fa is a solution for fij. Since fi(z, t) is real analytic in di x R and holo-
morphic in z41, there exist an open neighborhood Vi of d i x R in C2 and a 
holomorphic function Ft in Vi such that Fi 1 ,ixR= fi. Hence we have an 
open subset V of U so that Cx Rc Vc (U iErUi) n (U ier VD) and 00=F1—F, 
in vin yin V. Putting 0=0t—Ft,  we have a C°° function D on V so that 

l v = aD. This contradicts the statement of Lemma 5. 
   Let 2/*= {d : ; a E A} be a refinement of 2/. Then we get a mapping 

p:A—I so that dacdp(a) for aEA. Let gr, {Di}, {Ai} be as in the proof of 
Proposition 2. Assume that the Cousin data ft p: =fp(a) p(p) 1 dQ n d; for U* 
has a solution {fa}. Then there exist an open neighborhood WI of da xR 
in C2 and a holomorphic function Ha in WQ such that HalaxR=fa.Then 
we have an open neighborhood V of CxR in C2 so that Dp(a) p(p) =Dp(3, —Dp(a) 
=Hp—H.. in W:11 W; n V. Putting A: =Dp(a) —Ha, we have a C°° function 

A on V so that aA=F .  This contradicts the conclusion of Lemma 5.



Then we have the following theorem.

   THEOREM 2. Let A be the vector space of all real analytic func-

tions on R endowed with the natural locally convex topology and the 

sheaf of germs of A-valued holomorphic functions on C. Then H'(C,  OA)  : 

=ind limH1(1I, (9)A) * 0, where II runs through the set of all locally finite 

open coverings of C.

   PEMARK. Let F be a Frechet space and OF the sheaf of germs of 

F-valued holomorphic functions on a Stein space. Then HH(X, OF) =0, i> 

1 ([1], [2]).

3. Piccinini's result for Cauchy-Riemann equations depending real analy-

   tically on a parameter 

   As an application of Proposition 2 we can give another proof of Pic-

cinini's theorem ([9]).

  THEOREM 3. There exists a real analytic function g(z, t) in CxR 

such that one cannot find a real analytic function f(z, t) in Cx R satisfy- 

ing az f(z, t)= g(z, t) in Cx R.

   PROOF. Let fu be the Cousin data as in the proof of Proposition 2. 

We denote by J f the sheaf of germs of real analytic functions on Cx R. 

Then, by the result of [4] and [8] we have Hl (Cx R, jY) =H1({ds x R},._5�1) 

=0. There exists {gi H° (d; , x R, SY) } such that fii (z, t)= g (z, t) 

(z, t) in (din4,) x R. Sincezs1=0, we have a real analytic function 

g(z, t)=agaz, t)in Cx R. If we find a real analytic function f(z, t) in 
CxR so that a (Zt) =g(z, t) in CxR, then we have a solution {ff:=gj— 

f} for Cousin data f , depending real analytically on t. This contradicts 

the statement of Proposition 2.

  REMARK. In Theorem 3 we can replaceofazt)--------=g (z, t) by 8f(z' t) 
=g(z, t) and (82 lax' +82/ay2) f(z, t)= g(z, t), where z=x+-^ —1y.



   RREMARK. Let  g(z, t) be a real analytic function in Cx R and Dn 

={IzI<n} for n=1,2,.... We put fn(z,t):=(27r.^-1)-1j(9g(C,t)/(C—z)                                            JJJn 
dCAck for (z, t) Dn x R. Then OOf, /az=f in Dn x R. We can show 

that fn is real analytic in Dn x R and fm.— fn (m>n) is holomorphic in z E Dn. 

By the result of [2, Theorem C] the restriction map H° (C, 

0F) has a dense image, where F denotes the Frechet space of all C°' func-

tions in R and OF is the sheaf of germs of F-valued holomorphic functions 

on C. Applying this approximation theorem to the local solution ff.}, we 

have a C" function f*(z, t) in Cx R so that f*(z, t) is real analytic in z and 

  ~z' t) =g(z, t) in Cx R. This implies that we cannot have Oka-Weil 
approximation property for holomorphic functions with values in the locally 

convex space of all real analytic functions in R.
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